
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (No.8/93)

1.   "University opens its doors to industry"
          In an extensive 8-page bilingual feature on this topic, HK
          Industrialist (1/93) interviewed PVC-RD who noted that a total
          180 sponsored projects, with a total budget about HK$60M, were
          being conducted during the current academic year. He said the
          appeal of UST lay in the high quality of its faculty and students,
          as well as in the sophistication of the equipment it has
          available, which individual companies could never justify buying.
          He also noted that UST was currently developing 10 areas of
          applied research which had been deemed to be of greatest benefit
          to UST and HK. He said UST's current revenue earned from research
          was about 10% of its institutional budget of HK$600M. However, he
          stressed that it was not UST's objective to make money through
          research projects, but to educate young people and to help local
          industry. The magazine also quoted Sir S Y, Chairman of the UST
          Council, as suggesting that HK Companies should be allowed tax
          exemptions on twice the amount they spend on R & D.

2.   Sun Microsystems wins UST contract
          IT Asia (1/93) reported that the co. had won a $4M contract to
          supply UST with workstations and servers.

3.   Biotechnology: industry of tomorrow today
          HK Industrialist (2/93) carried a bilingual feature on the topic.
          Prof Tsong Tian-yow of BICH was quoted as saying that UST's
          Biotechnology Research Centre was funded by the RHKJC and was
          currently working on several projects, most of which were related
          to the medical applications of biotechnology. Prof Tsong noted
          that such research projects had great potential in China and South
          East Asia. As to financial support, Prof Tsong said UST had
          funding for equipment and supplies of both faculty members and UG
          and PG students to work on the projects. He added that more
          financial support for personnel and other operational expenses
          would be needed if the research effort was to be continued. As to
          long-term investment, Prof Tsong was also quoted as saying that
          biotechnology and other hi-tech industries were perfect for HK as
          the territory had a high level of education and it was near China.

4.   Citibank donates $7.5M to UST
          Four more papers reported favourably on the dedication ceremony on
          9/2. While the reports on both the education page of the Standard
          (10/2) and the Young Post (16/2) were prominent, the other two
          reports in Wen Wei Po (13/2) and Sing Tao Evening Post (21/2) were
          average.

5.   Prof Ching-hsien Wang of HUMA will adjudicate at the 2nd Chinese
     Literature Biannual Competition.
          Two papers, Sing Tao Evening Post (12/2, 17/2  and 21/2) and Ming
          Pao (16/2) reported that Prof Wang would be one of the
          adjudicators for poetry.

6.   VC/P attends Free China Review's "spring dinner"
          In a minor feature in Sing Tao Daily (13/2), the writer said VC/P
          attended this dinner. He noted that it was a successful event and
          VC/P and another two university presidents from Taiwan even went
          on stage to entertain the guests with their songs.



7.   Education & Careers Expo `93
          A total of nine papers, including SCMP (18/2), the Standard (18/2)
          and seven Chinese papers, reported extensively on this event. UST
          was mentioned as one of the participants.

8.   UST supplement for Education & Careers Expo `93
          This special supplement of UST's prospectus `93-`94 was published
          by Wah Kiu Yat Po (18/2).
          (Note: A total of 200,000 copies were printed for distribution
          through WKYP, secondary schools,  public and private housing
          estates, UST and at the exhibition venue.)

9.   Mr Yu Pun-hoi speaks at UST's Feb. Media Luncheon
          A feature writer who was invited by OPA to attend the luncheon
          talked about the event in his feature in HK Economic Journal
          (20/2). While he appreciated the scenery at UST, he also quoted Mr
          Yu as saying that UST was a victim of unfair reporting on the UST
          cost overrun case.

10.  UST's reply to a complaint about restaurant service
          Next Magazine (26/2) published UST's reply together with a
          compliant from  a secondary school teacher who claimed that he was
          stopped by a security guard from entering the restaurant during
          his visit to UST. As well as apologising to the complainant for
          the inconvenience he had been caused, the reply explained that
          there might have been a misunderstanding, since despite
          insufficient restaurant facilities, UST would never turn visitors
          away. It also revealed that the situation would be improved with
          the proposed opening of a new outlet for drinks and snacks in the
          autumn. The reply also publicises the service of UST's Information
          Centre, which opens seven days a week.

Note :
This review is based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week.
Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305
or ext. 6306). A set of the clippings is available in the Reference Section
of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is
for information only. All information recorded here is as reported in the
original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best
we are able when official translations are not immediately available.


